LeukocyteMask: An automated localization and segmentation method for leukocyte in blood smear images using deep neural networks
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Digital pathology and microscope image analysis is widely used in comprehensive studies of cell morphology. Identification and analysis of leukocytes in blood smear images, acquired from bright field microscope, are vital for diagnosing many diseases such as hepatitis, leukaemia and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS).

The major challenge for robust and accurate identification and segmentation of leukocyte in blood smear images lays in the large variations of cell appearance such as size, colour and shape of cells, the adhesion between leukocytes (white blood cells, WBCs) and erythrocytes (red blood cells, RBCs), and the emergence of substantial dyeing impurities in blood smear images. In this paper, an end-to-end leukocyte localization and segmentation method is proposed, named LeukocyteMask, in which pixel-level prior information is utilized for supervisor training of a deep convolutional neural network, which is then employed to locate the region of interests (ROI) of leukocyte, and finally segmentation mask of leukocyte is obtained based on the extracted ROI by forward propagation of the network.

Experimental results validate the effectiveness of the propose method and both the quantitative and qualitative comparisons with existing methods indicate that LeukocyteMask achieves a state-of-the-art performance for the segmentation of leukocyte in terms of robustness and accuracy.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

As the principal components of immune cells, white blood samples (WBCs) play a significant role in disease diagnosis such as leukaemia, hepatitis and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). The diagnosis of those diseases by pathologists mainly relies on the visual inspection of WBCs in blood smear images captured by the bright field microscopy, due to it’s the low-cost and widespread acceptance. During the inspection of WBCs, it is necessary to segment the cells firstly from the original images to analyze the WBCs’ properties. A typical blood smear image consists of RBCs, WBCs, platelets and background materials, and the goal of cell segmentation is to extract WBCs from such a complex scene for subsequent diagnosis. However, owing to the limitations of various properties of cells in blood smear images such as size, colour and shape of cells, the adhesion between WBCs and RBCs, and the emergence of substantial dyeing impurities in blood smear images, as shown in Figure 1, it is impractical and time-consuming for pathologists to produce manual segmentation for the whole slide image.

Fortunately, in the past few decades, advances in computer-aided methods have led to a faster and more reproducible medical image analysis than manual analysis [1, 2]. Varied automated segmentation tools have been developed and roughly split into 2 groups, unsupervised and supervised methods.

The unsupervised approaches include clustering-based methods [3–5], thresholding-based methods [6, 7] and shape-based methods [8, 9]. The method proposed in Ref. [8] utilizes colour and shape prior for cell segmentation by defining 2 transformations and introduces an efficient use of these transformations in a marker-controlled watershed algorithm. Inspired by the successful applications of saliency detection [10–12] in image processing, a nucleus saliency model based on average absolute difference is built in Ref. [9] to remove dyeing impurities and erythrocyte fragments for a precise localization of each leukocyte. Although abovementioned methods are effective when the colour of the WBCs is distinct from surrounding materials such as RBCs, platelets and background materials in the staining image, those traditional unsupervised methods do not perform well when region of interests (ROIs) of cells have a large of variations in colour, size and shape and lots of parameters need to be adjusted to avoid over/under-segmentation. Therefore, owing to the similar colour and the adhesion between WBCs and RBCs, and the emergence of substantial dyeing impurities in blood smear images, satisfying results from those unsupervised methods leave much to be desired, and moreover, all those unsupervised methods assume some structure in the data that may not fit every case.

The supervised approaches model the problem of segmentation as a multi-class classification task. The traditional approaches vary and include neural network [13], K-nearest neighbor classifier [14], support vector machine (SVM) [15–19], Bayesian classifier [20, 21], random forest [22], etc. Different from unsupervised ones, which assume certain structure in the data to fit the model for segmentation, supervised methods do not assume any structure rather aim to learn it from the data. Such methods generally require 2 independent steps: feature extraction and classification. In Ref. [21], features are extracted from L*a*b colour space to distinguish the cell ROI and non-cell ROI; For the same purpose, scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) is applied in Ref. [15], to construct more reliable discriminating features; texture information is also integrated for pixel classification in Ref. [23]. More recently, a self-supervised learning method Ref. [19] combining the K-means clustering and SVM classifier to perform WBC segmentation, in [19], a supervised initial segmentation module is construct firstly and supervised refinement of the initial segmentation based on the generated coarse WBC region is employed for final segmentation. Although each of those traditional classifiers had its fair share of success, lots of limitations during feature extraction and classification are still existed among them, for example, one common limitation existed in those methods is that the features are manually designed based on certain prior knowledge which may not robust enough to all situations.

Recently, approaches based on deep convolution neural network (CNN) have achieved remarkable success in the field of computer vision and image processing, for example, image classification [24], object detection [25], image retrieval [26], face recognition [27] and semantic segmentation [28]. In medical image segmentation, lots of CNN-based methods are also widely used benefitting from its powerful ability of feature learning and representation. Among these methods, the fully convolutional network (FCN) [28] has shown the state-of-the-art performance in cell and organ segmentation problems [29–32]. In Ref. [29], U-Net is developed based on FCN and takes skip connection between encoder and decoder into consideration, which localizes objects better by extending the symmetric-autoencoder design to combine high-resolution features from the encoding path with upsampled outputs in the decoding
path. In Ref. [30], FCN is first trained to learn a coarse model for the pixel-level prediction of nuclei segmentation, then, sub-regions concluding nucleus are cropped from both the coarse prediction and the original image, and the final refined segmentation is obtained by employing a graph-based approach on the 2 sub-images cropped from the prediction and the original image, respectively. Actually, with such a graph-based segmentation stage, the model proposed in Ref. [30] is no more an end-to-end trainable architecture. In Ref. [31], U-Net-based network is employed to identify and segment the heart region of Drosophila at different developmental stages, which achieves a high intersection over union (IoU) rate on custom optical coherence microscopy images. In Ref. [32], a custom designed convolutional neural network operating on focus stack of images is used to build a focus stacking-based approach for automated quantitative detection of Plasmodium falciparum malaria from blood smear. However, all above-mentioned CNN-based methods segment cells or organ directly on the whole image, which are vulnerable to the complex background such as substantial dyeing impurities in blood smear images, and rely solely on strong supervision via high-quality, but high-cost, dense segmentations.

In this paper, a new end-to-end leukocytes (WBCs) localization and segmentation method, called LeukocyteMask, which segments WBCs in a pixel-to-pixel manner automatically based on the deep convolution neural network, is proposed to solve previous issues as mentioned above. LeukocyteMask employs multi-scale feature maps from an improved feature pyramid network (FPN) [33] to acquire stronger semantic features for the localization of WBC ROI, and then generates a precise segmentation mask based on the proposed ROI, which does not require any pre-processing and is robust to variant cells of different

**FIGURE 1** Examples of blood smear images which containing leukocytes, erythrocytes, platelet and substantial dyeing impurities. Columns 1 to 5 are basophils, eosinophils, lymphocytes, monocytes and neutrophils, respectively; Row 1 are rapidly-stained images; Rows 2 to 4 are traditional wright-stained images.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. The proposed LeukocyteMask is an end-to-end method which segments leukocytes in a pixel-to-pixel manner. Different from previous CNN-based methods [23–26] which perform segmentation directly on the original image with complex background. In LeukocyteMask, candidate region for each WBC is located first, on which segmentation is then carried out to obtain the final precise segmentation results of WBC.

2. Different from the original Mask-RCNN model [34], a modified feature pyramid network (FPN) based on ResNet [24], which is designed in terms of the characters of WBCs in blood smear images, is employed as the backbone of LeukocyteMask to extract the discriminative features of WBCs.

3. By observing the training samples, a new data augmentation method for blood smear images is proposed. We postulate that the distribution of cells in blood smear images has some invariance with respect to not only affine transformations, but also elastic deformations caused by the adhesion between cells and the growth of cell itself, therefore, an elastic transformation [35] previously used for document analysis is applied for WBC segmentation to enhance the generalizability and robustness of the model.

4. Quantitative and qualitative comparisons among our proposed method and the current state-of-the-art methods [8, 28, 29] are conduct on 4 different commonly used dataset, and the results show that LeukocyteMask outperforms other methods significantly and achieves an outstanding result in terms of both accuracy and robustness.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, in Section 2, the proposed method for leukocyte localization and segmentation are described in detail. Then, experiment results on 4 different datasets compared to the other state-of-the-art methods are presented in Section 3. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 4.

2 | PROPOSED METHOD

For the segmentation of leukocytes in blood smear images, our goal is to automatically segment the leukocytes from the erythrocytes and complex background, without any manual intervention and preprocessing. To achieve this, we model the problem as a binary dense labelling task: Given a blood smear image captured by the bright filed microscope, which contains WBCs, RBCs and other noise background regions such as dyeing impurities, we aim to predict either “WBC” or “non-WBC” (including RBCs and noise background) labels for each pixel in the blood smear image. To make full use of prior knowledge such as shape, colour and texture of cells, and spatial information of images, an improved Mask-RCNN together with a WBC-oriented FPN layer is employed in the proposed LeukocyteMask architecture to solve the modelled binary labelling problem. The architecture of LeukocyteMask is illustrated in Figure 2, in which, 3 stages for leukocyte localization and segmentation is constructed: feature extraction, region proposal, and prediction. The details of the proposed method will be described in the following sections.

2.1 | Towards WBC-oriented feature extraction

As proved in many previous researches [36, 37], a discriminating feature extraction network should be deep enough with many convolution layers such that multi-level features can be sufficiently learned. However, along with the increase of network’s depth, it would be more difficult to optimize the weights of network since it may produce the vanishing or exploding gradients problem. Inspired by ResNet [24],

![Architecture of LeukocyteMask](image-url)
we address this issue by fitting a residual mapping instead of the original mapping, and by adding several connections between layers of deep convolutional neural network. As shown in Figure 3, a deep ResNet is a modularized architecture that is constructed from multiple ResNet building blocks. Each block has a shortcut connection in parallel with traditional convolutional layers, which connects the input feature directly to its output.

In the traditional convolutional layers (Figure 4(A)), a mapping between input and output of each layer is learned as following:

$$x_{i+1} = F(x_i, w_i)$$

where $x_i$ and $x_{i+1}$ are the input and output of the $i$th layer, respectively, $w_i$ represents a set of weights and biases associated with the $i$th layer, $F(\cdot)$ is a nonlinear transformation which consists of convolutions, batch normalization (BN) [38], and rectified linear units (ReLU) [39].

Different from traditional CNNs, a ResNet building block (Figure 4(B)) performs mapping as following:

$$x_{i+1} = ReLU(F(x_i, w_i) + I(x_i))$$

where $x_i$ and $x_{i+1}$ are the input and output of the $i$th ResNet building block, respectively, $w_i$ is a set of weights and biases associated with the $i$th block and $I(\cdot)$ is the identity function.

Considering the powerful ability of feature learning and network optimization, an improved ResNet architecture is utilized in our proposed LeukocyteMask with a WBC-oriented modification to extract more reliable and distinctive features for WBC identification and localization. Due to the fine texture features appeared in the WBCs which are different from images in the nature scene, the conv1 building block of the original ResNet50 is replaced with 2 convolutional layers in which the filter size is 3, to extract more finer basic features. Moreover, owing to the different cell body colour caused by different imaging and staining conditions, the number of building blocks in conv3_x, conv4_x is reduced to 2 and 3, respectively to prevent overfitting. The configuration details of the modified Res Net are shown in the bottom left of Figure 5.

Although the features extracted through solely ResNet capable of representing relatively discriminative characteristics of WBCs, it has been proven that better performance can be boosted by employing pyramid representations for multi-scale feature maps [33]. Therefore, a FPN based on the modified WBC-oriented ResNet is used as the backbone of feature extraction in LeukocyteMask, to extract more
representative and reliable multi-scale features. As shown in Figure 5, the FPN architecture used in LeukocyteMask consists of 3 parts: the Bottom-up Pathway, the Top-down Pathway, and the Lateral Connection (LC) between 2 pathways.

The Bottom-up Pathway is comprised of the modified ResNet which consists of 5 convolution modules and in each module, multiple building blocks are utilized to extract features of WBCs. The output of the last building block in each convolution module is employed to build corresponding feature maps in different pyramid levels, as shown in Figure 6, the extracted feature maps in different levels represent discriminatively for WBC compared to the RBCs and other substances.

As going to the top-down pathway, feature maps extracted from bottom-up pathway are upsampled by a factor of 2 using nearest neighbours up-sampling, after that, the upsampled feature maps are merged with the corresponding bottom-up feature maps in the Lateral Connection module by going through a $1 \times 1$ convolution layer with an element-wise addition operator and then a $3 \times 3$ convolution is applied to all merged maps to obtain the final pyramid feature maps in the Top-down Pathway. The pyramid feature maps are denoted as $P_2$, $P_3$, $P_4$, $P_5$, respectively in Figure 5, and $P_6$ is just a subsampling of $P_5$ with a factor of 2, which is different from the original FPN, to cover a larger perceptual field for WBC to increase classification accuracy. The $3 \times 3$ convolution filter used here is to weaken the aliasing effect due to up-sampling [33]. Finally, the extracted pyramid feature maps in different levels are utilized in the next region proposal stage, as described in Section 2.2, to locate WBC ROIs at various scales.

**FIGURE 5** WBC-oriented FPN architecture

**FIGURE 6** Examples of feature maps extracted from WBC-oriented FPN. Columns 1 to 11 are the original image, output of conv1, conv2, conv3, conv4, conv5, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6, respectively; Rows 1 to 4 are 4 different types of WBC samples. (The feature maps at different levels are randomly selected for visualization)
2.2 Architecture of LeukocyteMask

Inspired by the successful use of Mask-RCNN [34] in instance segmentation tasks, LeukocyteMask is proposed based on an improved Mask-RCNN architecture, in which, a WBC-oriented FPN network is designed for leukocytes localization and segmentation in blood smear images captured by bright field microscope. The proposed LeukocyteMask consists of 3 stages for leukocytes localization and segmentation: feature extraction, region proposal and prediction.

In the feature extraction stage, an improved FPN network, as shown in Figure 5, is employed as a WBC-oriented feature extraction module, to extract more discriminating and reliable features for the next region proposal stage. The details of the modified FPN are described in Section 2.1.

In the region proposal stage, WBC ROIs are localized for the final segmentation of leukocyte. In this stage, Region Proposal Network (RPN) [40] is utilized, which consists of 2 convolution layers, as shown in Figure 8, to locate the regions that might contain WBC objects in the feature maps generated from FPN in the last stage. Then, different from the original RPN, which followed by a RoI pooling layer [41] to crop and resize the feature maps, a RoIAlign layer [34] is applied in LeukocyteMask which uses bilinear interpolation to resolve the misalignment issue encountered in the RoI pooling layer. As illustrated in Figure 8, in RPN, with feature maps generated from FPN as input, a sliding-window is slid over them and then mapped to a 2048-dimensional vector by a convolutional layer with a filter size of 3 × 3. Follow that, the vector is fed into 2 sibling branches with 2 1 × 1 convolutional layers, 1 for ROI box classification and the other for ROI box regression. For each sliding-window, both branches simultaneously predict \( k \) region proposals, in which 3 different anchor aspect ratios \{2:1, 1:1, 1:2\} and 5 scales (the scales are determined by the 5 feature maps P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 generated from FPN) are utilized in LeukocyteMask, yielding \( k = 15 \) anchors in this case at each sliding position. The anchor here means the proposal centred at the sliding window, depicted as a red box in Figure 8 for visualization. Finally, 4 \( k \) outputs which encoding the coordinates of \( k \) boxes \((x, y, \text{width, height of box})\) and 2 \( k \) scores which measure the probability of WBC/non-WBC for each proposal, are obtained in box classification branch and box regression branch, respectively.

For training of RPN, a binary classification problem is modelled, in which the anchors that have an Intersection-over-Union (IoU) higher than 0.7 (a threshold set in this paper) with ground-truth box are assigned positive labels and those anchors whose IoU lower than 0.3 are labelled negative instances, the anchors whose IoU between 0.3 and 0.7 do not contribute to the training objective. The objective function used here is defined in Eq. (3), which is optimized by back-propagation, stochastic gradient descent and momentum:

\[
L(p_i, t_i) = \frac{1}{N_{\text{cls}}} \sum_i L_{\text{cls}}(p_i, p_i^*) + \lambda \frac{1}{N_{\text{reg}}} \sum_i p_i^* L_{\text{reg}}(t_i, t_i^*)
\]

where \( p_i \) is the probability that the \( i \)th candidate anchor contains a WBC, the ground truth \( p_i^* \) masks whether an anchor truly contains a WBC, where 1 is a positive mark and 0 if negative. \( t_i \) is the parameterized coordinate of the bounding box predicted by the RPN, and \( t_i^* \) is the coordinate of the ground truth corresponding to the positive anchor. \( L_{\text{cls}} \) is the log loss of the binary classification (WBC/non-WBC), and \( L_{\text{reg}} \) is the smooth L1 loss of the predicted bounding box and the ground truth box. The total loss of the RPN is normalized by \( N_{\text{cls}}, N_{\text{reg}} \) and a balancing weight \( \lambda \). Finally, a series
of WBC ROI proposals are obtained by optimizing this loss function via network training.

In the prediction stage, a RoIAlign layer is utilized firstly, by using bilinear interpolation to rectify the misaligned WBC proposals [34], to convert each of proposals generated from RPN layer into a fixed size feature maps. After alignment, 2 following parallel branches, called Localization Branch and Mask Branch, respectively, perform the final WBC localization and segmentation tasks as illustrated in Figure 2.

In the Localization Branch, each fix sized feature map is fed into 2 concatenated fully connected layers (FCs), after which, 2 sibling FCs are forked, as a classifier and a regressor, respectively, to perform box-refinement and box-classification.

In the Mask Branch, the feature maps of positive proposals selected by RPN are fed into a tiny FCN, which consists of a few stacked convolutional layers and enables a pixel-to-pixel semantic segmentation, and then a soft mask, represented by float numbers between 0 and 1, is obtained, as shown in Figure 7. Different from the traditional binary mask, the soft mask used here holds more details for the final segmentation.

For training of Mask Branch, an average binary cross-entropy loss function is used, as defined in Eq. (4):

$$L_{\text{mask}} = -\frac{1}{m^2} \sum_{1 \leq i, j \leq m} [y_{ij} \log \tilde{y}_{ij} + (1-y_{ij}) \log (1-\tilde{y}_{ij})]$$

where $y_{ij}$ is the label of a pixel ($i, j$) in the ground truth of size $m \times m$; $\tilde{y}_{ij}$ is the predicted value of the same pixel in the ground truth for class $k$. Here, $k$ is 1 for WBC class and 0 for non-WBC class in blood smear images.

Finally, LeukocyteMask is trained by using a multi-task loss, similar with the original Mask-RCNN [34], which combines the losses of box-classification, box-refinement of Localization Branch, and the loss of mask segmentation of Mask Branch, as defined in Eq. (5):

$$L = L_{\text{cls}} + L_{\text{box}} + L_{\text{mask}}$$

where box-classification loss $L_{\text{cls}}$ and box-refinement loss $L_{\text{box}}$ are same as those defined in [40]. By using such a multi-task loss function, the mutual promotion between the mask prediction and region proposal leads to a more precise localization of the WBC boundary.

3 | EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, experimental results are reported to validate the proposed model for WBC localization and segmentation. First, datasets and their evaluation criteria are presented. Then, a new WBC-specific data augmentation technique used for generating more training data and the setup details of implementation are described. Finally, experimental results compared with several latest methods are shown, which proves that the proposed LeukocyteMask not only achieves state-of-the-art segmentation accuracy on the commonly used dataset, but also performs stable on the new collected complex dataset.

3.1 | Dataset and evaluation methods

To evaluate the proposed method in terms of both accuracy and robustness, different from previous works [8, 9, 19], in which at most 2 different datasets are used for evaluation, in this paper, 4 datasets called Dataset 1 [19], Dataset 2 [19], BCISC [4] and LISC [42], respectively, captured under various imaging and staining conditions by different medical microscopy institutes, are evaluated in the experiment.

Dataset1 was obtained from Jiangxi Tecom Science Corporation, China, which contains totally 300 sub-images of single WBC with size of $120 \times 120$ (176 neutrophils, 22 eosinophils, 1 basophil, 48 monocytes, and 53 lymphocytes); Dataset 2 consists of 100 colour images with size of $300 \times 300$ (30 neutrophils, 12 eosinophils, 3 basophils, 18 monocytes and 37 lymphocytes) which is published in

![FIGURE 8 Soft mask (right) of a WBC image (left) predicted by LeukocyteMask. For visualization, color map is used here in which the highest value 1 is mapped as red, the middle range is yellow-green, and the lowest value 0 is blue. The values in the soft mask are represented as the confidence of a pixel classified as WBC. It can be seen that the predictions on the WBC boundary are soft.](image)
CellaVision\textsuperscript{2}; The third dataset, called BCISC, was collected by us with the help of the Third People's Hospital of Fujian Province which consists of 268 sub-images of single WBC with size of 256 × 256 (51 neutrophils, 54 eosinophils, 56 basophil, 54 monocytes, and 53 lymphocytes) and labelled by pathologists; And the last dataset, LISC\textsuperscript{42}, includes the haematological images taken from peripheral blood of healthy subjects, in which 257 sub-images of single WBC with size of 256 × 256 (56 neutrophils, 39 eosinophils, 55 basophil, 48 monocytes and 59 lymphocytes), are manually segmented by experts. Data examples of 4 datasets are shown in Figure 1.

For evaluation metrics, 6 measures are used in the experiment, which consist of 3 commonly used measure scores in deep learning-based methods\textsuperscript{30, 31, 43}, namely Precision, Dice coefficient (Dice) and mean Intersection over Union (mIoU), respectively, and other 3 commonly used metrics for traditional segmentation methods\textsuperscript{9, 17, 19}, namely false positive rate (FPR), false negative rate (FNR) and misclassification error (ME), respectively. All 6 metrics are defined as in Eqs. (6)–(11):

\begin{equation}
\text{Presion} = \frac{|F_g \cap F_p|}{|F_p|} \tag{6}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{Dice} = \frac{2|F_g \cap F_p|}{|F_g| + |F_p|} \tag{7}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{mIoU} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{|F_g \cap F_p|}{|F_g \cup F_p|} + \frac{|B_g \cap B_p|}{|B_g \cup B_p|} \right) \tag{8}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{FPR} = \frac{|B_g \cap F_p|}{|B_g|} \tag{9}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{FNR} = \frac{|F_g \cap B_p|}{|F_g|} \tag{10}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\text{ME} = 1 - \frac{|B_g \cap B_p| + |F_g \cap F_p|}{|F_g| + |B_g|} \tag{11}
\end{equation}

where \(F_p\) and \(B_p\) are WBC region (foreground) and non-WBC region (background) of the prediction of model, respectively; \(F_g\) and \(B_g\) are WBC region (foreground) and non-WBC region (background) of the ground truth, respectively; \(|\cdot|\) is the cardinality of a set.

3.2 | Data augmentation

Deep learning-based models require a large set of training samples to achieve a good generalization capability. However, as is typical for many deep learning-based medical image analysis tasks, the existing datasets with annotation are quite small by computer vision standards and collecting new large datasets with annotation is time-consuming and sometimes completely impossible. To overcome these limitations, data augmentation is used in many works during the training of network.

Data augmentation is a technique that artificially increasing the volume of the training set by applying several distortions such as brightness changing, zooming, rotation to the original images, in this case, the blood smear images captured by microscope. Utilizing the data augmentation technique instead of training model directly on the tiny original dataset is essential for such circumstance of the absence of large dataset and controlling the overfitting of the model training. However, the distortions applied to original images should not alter spatial pattern and inner characteristic of target objects.

Different from traditional data augment techniques as used in Refs.\textsuperscript{28, 31}, in which only affine transformation was utilized which functions weakly in this case, in this paper, by observing the samples in the collected datasets, we postulate that the distribution of data has some invariance with respect to not only affine transformations, but also elastic deformations caused by the adhesion between cells and the growth of cell itself. So, in the experiment, not only affine transformations such as flip from horizontal (FlipH), flip vertical (FlipV), Rotation (range from \(-180^\circ\) to \(180^\circ\)), are employed, but also a kind of elastic transformation (ET) used in Refs.\textsuperscript{35} for document analysis is applied to the original images to increase the diversity of data samples. Furthermore, Gaussian blur (GB), and gamma transformation (GT) which is a nonlinear operation for simulation of variant imaging illuminance, are also used for augmentation. The samples of augmented images are shown in Figure 9.

In the experiment, 3 types of data augmentation configurations: no augmentation (noAug), augmentation without elastic transformation (Aug-noET) and augmentation with elastic transformation (Aug-ET), respectively, are applied for model training. The learning curves of LeukocyteMask under different configurations for 4 datasets are depicted in Figure 10. As is shown, by adding elastic transformation to data augmentation process, although the training of network with Aug-ET is slightly slower than 2 other configurations (noAug, Aug-noET), the validation losses developed during the training are dropped obviously, which improves the segmentation performance consequently as described in the Section 3.4.

3.3 | Implement Details

The model is implemented by using Keras\textsuperscript{4} library and trained on Ubuntu 16.04 OS with 2.5GHz Intel Core i7.
CPU, 16GB RAM, and NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti graphic card with 11GB memory. Stochastic gradient descent is used for training, with momentum 0.9, batch size 2, initial learning rate $10^{-3}$, weight decay $2 \times 10^{-4}$. The training set, validation set and test set are produced by randomly splitting 60%, 20% and 20% of each dataset, respectively, for training and testing. It should be noted that the training data used for FCN [28] and U-Net [29] are same with the data used during

**FIGURE 9** Data augmentation examples of: Dataset1 (Column 1), Dataset2 (Column 2), BCISC (Column 3), and LISC (Column 4). Row 1 to 7 are the original image, and corresponding FlipH, FlipV, Rotation, ET, GB, and GT results, respectively.
the training of LeukocyteMask (Aug-ET) model. In the experiment, 5-fold cross validation are utilized for each model to evaluate the performance.

### 3.4 Results and analysis

The segmentation performances of the proposed LeukocyteMask with different data augmentation techniques are compared with one of the most recent traditional methods: watershed-based method [8], and 2 deep learning-based methods: FCN [28] and U-Net [29], respectively. However, different from above mentioned works, in which the mean values of different metrics are measured for performance evaluation, in this paper, the distributions of segmentation results are analyzed by using box-and-whisker plots, to conduct comprehensive analysis on segmentation performance of various methods under different setups. It should be noted that a soft mask threshold is set as 0.5 to get the final binary segmentation masks for all the soft masks generated by LeukocyteMask in the experiment.
3.4.1 | Quantitative results

As shown in Figure 11 and Table 1, the proposed LeukocyteMask with Aug-ET provides the best results of almost all computed metrics on all 4 datasets, with very remarkable Precision, Dice, and mIoU, which are obviously higher than all other 5 methods. On the Dataset1, although, Watershed and FCN yield the better results than LeukocyteMask (Aug-ET) in terms of FPR and FNR (−0.032%, and −1.04%, respectively), the true cause for this is because the predictions conducted by those 2 methods are not closed enough to the real boundary of white blood cells, as shown in Figure 12(A) for a qualitative inspection. Watershed performs poor on segmenting cytoplasm of cells and in most cases only nucleuses are masked out. For FCN, there exists a relatively large gap between the prediction and the ground truth near the boundary of cell, in this case, a lower FNR is easier to obtained while with a high FPR. For BCISC and LISC, although a lower FNR is achieved by U-Net, the segmentation results are not stable enough, as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12(B-C), for the highest k FNR (k = 3 in Figure 12) results, U-Net performs worse than LeukocyteMask in terms of robustness and compactness of segmentation for variant cells. As demonstrated in Figure 11, except above 2 mentioned special cases, it can be seen that, compared with the previous methods, LeukocyteMask improves the segmentation performance by a large margin, not only with a higher segmentation accuracy, but also a more stable performance on the different datasets.

3.4.2 | Qualitative results

Examples of ground truth and segmentation results of different methods on 3 datasets are shown in Figure 13. In Figure 13, the top 3 performance results and the bottom 3 performance results (measured by the average value of the
FIGURE 12  The highest 3 FPR and highest 3 FNR results for different methods. (A): Results on Dataset1, Row 1: LeukocyteMask (Aug-ET); Row 2: Watershed; Row 3: FCN. (B): Results on BCISC, Row 1: LeukocyteMask (Aug-ET); Row 2: U-Net. (C): Results on LISC, Row 1: LeukocyteMask (Aug-ET); Row 2: U-Net. Columns 1 to 3 are the corresponding highest 3 FPR results and Columns 4 to 6 highest 3 FNR results. (Red Solid line indicates the predicted result and Blue Dashed line means the ground truth)
FIGURE 13  Segmentation results of different methods on 4 datasets. (A): Results on Dataset 1; (B): Results on Dataset 2; (C): Results on BCISC; (D): Results on LISC. For (A)-(D): Rows 1 to 4 are the predictions of Watershed, FCN, U-Net and the proposed LeukocyteMask(Aug-ET); Columns 1 to 3: Predictions of top 3 performance, Columns 4 to 6: Predictions of bottom 3 performance. (Red Solid line indicates the predicted result and Blue Dashed line means the ground truth)
FIGURE 13  Continued
6 metrics) are displayed for segmentation accuracy and robustness comparison of different models. For watershed, marker-controlled watershed algorithm is not robust enough to mark the cytoplasm of the WBCs in different blood smear images and thus in many cases only nucleus regions are masked out in the final segmentation. For FCN and U-Net, the algorithms employ segmentation directly on the whole image, which is easily misled by the complex background such as RBCs and substantial dyeing impurities in the blood smear images, as shown in Figure 13, the predictions are interfered by RBCs and some extra dyeing impurities, which reduces the accuracy of the final segmentation results. Different from FCN and U-Net, the proposed LeukocyteMask carries out segmentation only on the ROIs localized by the RoIAlign layer, as demonstrated in Figure 2, which narrows the scope of segmentation, to improve the accuracy of final segmentation. Combining the results illustrated in Table 1 and Figure 13, it is obviously that the proposed LeukocyteMask leads to the most accurate and compact segmentation masks compared with above mentioned methods.

4 | CONCLUSION

In this paper, an end-to-end leukocyte (white blood cell, WBC) localization and segmentation method in blood smear images, called LeukocyteMask, is proposed, which segments WBC in a pixel-to-pixel manner automatically. Quantitative and qualitative results show that our proposed approach achieves significantly improvement to the state-of-the-art models, not only with a higher segmentation accuracy, but also a more stable performance. Future work would collect more images data and extend the current framework to evaluate it on more datasets which are captured under various imaging conditions. Furthermore, we would apply the proposed method to the automated cell analysis system for cell identification and counting.
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ENDNOTES

1 https://github.com/fklipic/BCISC.
2 http://blog.cellavision.com/.
3 https://github.com/keras-team/keras.
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